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Bio

***Virtual Team Building Programs by Summit *** (pdf format)
Whether it's team building, leadership training or a keynote speaker you are
looking for,Summit Team Building provides experiences that skillfully
combine adventure, learning, and fun. Our unique experiential programs are a
great compliment for any conference or meeting, and our inspiring keynote by
Summit presidentScott Kress effectively entertains and motivates while
imparting the wisdom gained from his most recent adventure of summitting
Mount Everest. [morelink]
Topics

***Virtual Team Building Programs by Summit (PDF format) ***
Live Programs (below)

Download Info
Indoor Challenge 1½ to 2 hours

Searching for a model of brilliant teamwork in action? Look no further than the kitchen of a great
restaurant. Chefs practice communication, prioritizing, adaptability and improvisation everyday.
Now your corporate team can harness and hone these same skills by participating in Put Your
Chef Hat On! This unique and popular culinary adventure mixes one part " The Iron Chef" with
one part "The Amazing Race" to produce an unforgettable team building experience.

Download Info
Indoor or Outdoor Challenge 2 hours

Turning raw ingredients into sweet and delectable ice cream requires expertise, precision and
creativity. It’s a fascinating process that will require all of your team and leadership skills to be
put into action. The Ice Cream Making Challenge combines the knowledge gained from various
expert workshops with the unique experiential facilitation of Summit Team Building to produce
an unforgettable and delicious team-building adventure.

Download Info
Indoor or Outdoor Challenge 1½ to 2½ hours

Teams that are not satisfied with the status quo - with just surviving - must OUTWIT, OUTPLAY
and OUTLAST the competition. They must move beyond basic organizational survival and learn
to thrive! SURVIVE-OR-THRIVE is an energetic, competitive, and insightful team experience that
will identify the key team skills that are needed to make thriving a reality, while building stronger
team relationships and morale.

Download Info
Outdoor Challenge 2 hours

Giving back to the world community is something that is increasingly relevant for today's
progressive organizations. This fast-paced adventure race combines photography with

interactive team initiatives, while uniting team members as they work towards a common goal.
Participants will be playing with the purpose of raising funds for Kiva, the world's first person-toperson micro-lending website, empowering individuals to lend directly to unique entrepreneurs
in the developing world. Play it forward to bring your team to a new level of connectedness and
engagement.

Download Info
Indoor or Outdoor Challenge 2 to 2½ hours

Vanished! Without a trace. Deep in the Canadian wilderness, a team of leading scientists set out
to locate a rare flower. Their mission complete, the scientists were headed home. But they never
arrived. Your world-famous team is summoned for this incredibly challenging search-and-rescue
mission. (Group size restrictions.)

Download Info
Indoor Challenge 1½ to 2 hours

Transforming a great idea into a feature film is said to be the "magic of Hollywood." Rarely do we
think about the necessary pieces that need to come together to produce this magic. This is where
true teamwork happens. This team building adventure will have your group identifying the skills
needed for team success. Groups will then be challenged to communicate this through a "feature
film" made up of digital photographs, narration, and special effects.

Download Info
Outdoor Challenge 3½ hours

Our high ropes experience will literally take your team to new heights! This 3½ hour session will
utilize the power of experiential learning to enhance communication skills, build trust among
team members and encourage personal growth. Take your team's performance to the next level
with this unforgettable team building experience. (Group size restrictions.)

Download Info

Indoor Challenge 1½ hours

Your team's goal is to build a series of highly specialized bridges. Participants will operate in small
groups, cross-functional teams and as an entire organization to accomplish this bridge building
challenge. With limited time and resources, coupled with the expectation of big results, your
team will have to tap into the necessary elements of effective communication in order to succeed.

Download Info
Indoor Challenge 1½ to 2 hours

At 8850m Everest is the tallest mountain on earth and one of the most sought after
mountaineering goals. Your team will have a chance to embark on a simulated ascent of this
extraordinary mountain. Participants will work together to form as a team, to create a vision of
success and to make critical decisions that will lead them to the top. During Conquering Everest
you will follow Summit President Scott Kress' 2008 climb of Everest when he became the 51st
Canadian to stand on the summit. True stories, photos and video from the expedition will bring
this program to life. The ultimate goal of this program is to demonstrate the power of team when
embarking on a complex and challenging task. The learning focus of this program is: teamwork,
collaboration, teamwork decision-making, communication, and leadership.

Download Info
Indoor Challenge 2 to 3 hours

Kids in kindergarten almost all enthusiastically claim to be artists. By the time they finish grade 6
they rarely do and only reluctantly. Where does that creative spark go? In truth, it is still there it
just needs to be given a workout once in a while. The ability to sync our right brain – the creative
side – with our left brain – the logical side, is a hot commodity in today's conceptual age. Learn
how your team can incorporate underused elements of design, storytelling and play to find out
how creativity could be your next big competitive edge.

Large Group, Little Time?

Infuse your event with positive energy by integrating a unique Summit Team Building experience
into your agenda. Making personal connections is a sure way to foster effective relationships,
engage participants and make your conference an unforgettable experience! While most of our
programs can be delivered to groups of any size, these programs are designed to be cost-effective
for groups larger than 100.
NOTE: Costs for ALL of the above programs are dependent on location; the total number of
participants; and the length of the desired program. Contact us for more information.

30 min - 1.5 hours

Are you looking for an interactive keynote experience that will get your group out of their seats?
Team development guru SCOTT KRESS will engage your group with activities, discussions and
team success stories that are guaranteed to inspire, motivate and build relationships. Click here
for more information.

